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Description
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65.6ft Super-long Strip: 2 rolls of 32.8ft led strip lights are long enough to reach around your entire room and light the whole place up.

Cuttable design allows you to adjust the length of light strip however you like. Perfect for bedroom, living room, cupboard, stairs, etc.

(Notice: connectors are not included.)

Vibrant RGB Colors Your Life: Put on the ultimate light show with these stunning 20-color light strips, which can be set to multiple

engaging and vibrant lighting patterns (jump, fade, flash etc.). Host the perfect dinner get-together with a cozy, warm glow and turn the

light to vibrant when get the crazy party started.
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Set up in Seconds: With built-in upgraded pins, you are able to get rid of wrong-direction trouble. Easy-to-operate steps take you less

time to install. 3M adhesives and support clips equipped reinforce the led lights for room without falling off.

360° Signal Receiver: Upgraded circular receiver is featured with 360° signal receiving from the remote control. 44-key IR remote

equipped enables you to turn off the room led lights without getting out of the bed before sleeping.

Simple 3-button Control: Comes with three buttons, the control box offers you intuitive ways to control the lighting. Just tap it to turn

on/off, dim the entire room or change the color. Press, change, and relax!

Ernest 22/06/2020

It is a good LED string Lights
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Ading LED Strip Lights
Product Code: Ading -65.6ft

Availability: In Stock

$39.99
Ex Tax: $39.99

Qty 1  

Add to CartAdd to Cart
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